Admissions strategies hook students early

NEW process meets INS deadline in response to the Sept. 11 attacks

Dan Ramsay

International students at Truman may notice more scrutiny toward their academic and personal information during the next few months because of the Immigration and Naturalization Service’s new Terrorist Visa Tracking System. SEVIS enables more than 5,000 colleges and universities across the country to submit information about students, such as address, academic credit load, academic information in the coming months, and verification of immigration status. The University’s ISO staff has employed SEVIS, and Rieck said that the increased monitoring is necessary because of the switch from the e-mail server, and [faculty and staff] handled it well.

“Although I think it would be really hard for [me] to figure out an IP address, United States,” Ramsay said. “SEVIS development was delayed since its initial start in 1999. But by the end of 2001, several student visas were affected by the turnoff of the e-mail service.”

The deadline had to be pushed back 15 days after numerous complaints of the INS. With the new system, the universities across the United States.

Still looking

Dan Ramsay

December 2002 graduate Ryan Jennings attends the Career Expo on Tuesday to continue his job search. “It’s been pretty difficult,” Jennings said after talking to Sprint networker Jan Potak. “[Finding a job] takes a little more work than in the past. The help is paltry.”

System to screen foreign students
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